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Preface 

 

 

The basic idea of any introductory language text is to keep it simple! While keeping it 

simple, I have tried to also keep the complexity inherent with Aramaic and Hebrew 

grammatical terms simple and unifirm. This simplification is often a hard thing to 

accomplish since the student also needs to get aquanted with all the technical terms 

involved yet at the same time not be lost with too many terms which mean the same 

thing.  

I must thank my Aramaic teacher, David Austin at Tyndale Seminary, Fort 

Worth, for his encouragement with both Hebrew and Aramaic. Also, my doctrinal 

advisor and mentor Dr. Mal Couch who spent countless hours discussing language, 

theology, and life issues. These long discussions instilled in me the “keep it simple,” 

philosophy that I, in turn, emphisize to my students. It is my hope that the student of this 

Aramaic grammar will find the complex made simple, while expanding in knowledge and 

understanding of the original author’s meaning. It is not possible to interpret completely 

the thoughts of the original author without going to the original author’s language. That 

means going back to the often obscure Aramaic text.    
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The Method 
 

The method used for learning the Aramaic of the Old Testament is based on the internet 

video Bible Aramaic VPOD produced by the author.  This program is based on the three 

fundamentals: 

• Chapter reading of the grammar book 

• Video instruction using the Aramaic video lessons 

• Then, back to the book for practice, exercises, and translations  

 

This method is simple, straight to the point, and proven. It is the purpose of this 

method and program that the student will gain a quick understanding and confidence 

working with the language while the love and value of it grows.  

Working the practice exercises is extremely valuable. There is no substitute for 

memorizing the vocabulary and translating the verses. The volume of words to memorize 

for each lesson is manageable, and the translation work limited to five or six verses. Use 

a Bible, in fact several versions of the Bible when translating so as to get acquainted with 

variations.     

 May your time be spent in the Word and may the richness and depth of His Word 

working together with the Holy Spirit bless and mature you greatly.  
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Chapter One 

 

 

The Story of Aramaic 
  

Aramaic has been traditionally classified as a Northwest Semitic language, this group 

includes the Aramaic and Canaanite dialects. The South Semitic group includes the 

Arabic group and the East Semitic group includes the Akkadian language.  

 

 

 East Semitic South Semitic Northwest Semitic1 

Primary Akkadian Arabic Canaanite Aramaic 

     

Dialects Babylonian North Arabic Eblaic Old Aramaic 

 Assyrian South Arabic Ugaritic Biblical Aramaic 

  Minean Phoenician Imperial Aramaic 

  Hadramautian Hebrew Nabataean 

  Qatabanean Ammonite Syriac 

  Ethiopic Moabite  

  Amharic   

 

 

The name Aramaic is found in Ezra 4:7 as  ֲאָרִמית  (‘aramiyth) which is the feminine of 

Aramaean, and translated Aramaic, but the older translations say the ”Syrian language.” 

In Genesis 10:22, Aram, the youngest son of Shem, is mentioned as the founder of the 

Aramaean nation, and thus the country is rightly called “Aram” (Num. 23:7); but the 

same Hebrew word is rendered “Mesopotamia” (Judge 3:10)2.  Syria is an abbreviated 

form of Assyria and came into common use after the conquests of Alexander the Great.  

The Aramaic found in Daniel’s day is referred to in Daniel 2:4 as ַּ ִדיָמהכ ַּשְׂ   

(kasdiymah), or the shortened form ִדי שְׂ  from Kasdites the descendents of (kasdiy)  כ 

Kesed and has come to be known as the Chaldean language common to the region of 

Babylonia. The dating of Daniel can be found in the fact that Chaldea was a country that 

existed between the late 10th to early 9th and the mid-6th centuries BC, after which it was 

absorbed into Babylonia. They existed in the marshy land of the far southern corner of 

Mesopotamia located chiefly on the left bank of the Euphrates and were identified as both 

Suteans and Arameans. The Chaldeans originally spoke a West Semitic dialect distinct 

from Aramaic and it was during the Assyrian Empire of king Tiglath-Pileser II that the 

Eastern Aramaic dialect known as the lingua franca dominated the area. Dr. Larry Walker 

says, “Although the Aramaeans never possessed a mighty empire, they enjoyed the 

 
1 Gleason Archer, A Survey of Old Testament Introduction (Chicago:Moody, 1994), p. 18 
2 Merrill Unger, The New Unger’s Bible Dictionary (Chicago”Moody, 1988), p. 1232 
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privilege of imposing their language on the whole Near East. This is undoubtedly partly 

due to the fact that they used the alphabetic system of writing in contrast to the 

cumbersome cuneiform (syllabic) system used in writing Akkadian. As early as the 8th 

century B.C., the Aramaic language competed with Akkadian and thereafter gradually 

spread throughout the Near East. When the Achaemenian3 monarchs looked for a tongue 

which could be understood by all their subjects, they chose Aramaic which became the 

lingua franca of their vast empire. Aramaic attained its maximum diplomatic prestige 

during the Achaemenian Empire of Persia, where it was used as the interprovincial 

language from India to Egypt between the 6th and 4th centuries B.C.”4     

 It is during the time of Abraham that the Chaldean dialect moves into the Biblical 

story as Abraham originated from Ur of the Chaldees (c. 2000 B.C.; Gen. 11:28-31). As 

Abraham moved into the land of Canaan, one finds a unique Hebrew dialect established 

as a distinct branch. Aramaic is sometimes refered to as a Northern dialec of the Semitic 

branch of languages and Hebrew is specifically designated as a Northwestern dialect. All 

indications are that in the 8th century B.C. Aramaic’s alphabetic system won over the 

more cumbersome cuneiform of the dominate Akkadian that rulled the day.    

  The earliest Aramaic inscriptions discovered so far come from the ninth century 

B.C.5  

   

 

Aramaic in the Bible 

As Dr. Franz Rosenthal observed, “Official Aramaic, when written by people whose 

native language was not Aramaic, showed considerable divergences in a number of 

aspects, especially in the syntax and the vocabulary…. The Aramaic of the Bible as 

written has preserved the Offical Aramaic character. This is what makes it nearly uniform 

in linguistic appearance. It also makes it largely identical with the language used in 

Official Aramaic texts. Most numerous among these are the Aramaic documents of the 

Achaemenid period (550-330 BC) discovered in Egypt which are invaluable for the 

understanding of Biblical Aramaic.”6  

 The letters of Biblical Aramaic are the same used in Hebrew. “The so-called 

Hebrew or square script is, in fact, a Jewish specialization of the older Official (Imperial) 

Aramaic script adopted by the Jews in the course of their acceptance of Aramaic as the 

Aramaic spoken among them.7  

 The extent of the Aramaic found in the Bible is identified by the following: 

I. Old Testament 

1. Genesis 31:47 (two words) 

2. Ezra 4:8-6:18 and 7:12-26. 

3. Jeremiah 10:11. 

4. Daniel 2:4-7:28 

II. New Testament 

 
3 Achaemenian dynasty ruled Persia from Cyrus I to Dairus III (553-330 BC).  
4 Merrill Tenney, gen. ed., The Zondervan Encyclopedia of the Bible (Grand Rapids:Zondervan, 1976) 

vol.1, p.249 
5 Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: CIP, 1995), p. 9 
6 Ibid, p. 10 
7 Ibid, p.12 
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1. Matthew 5:22 (one word, “Raca” “fool”); 27:46 (“Eli Eli lema 

sabachthani” “My God, my God, why have you forsaken Me?”) 

2. Mark 5:41; 7:34; 11:9; 14:36 (simple expressions. i.e. “Abba,” “Father”) 

3. John 20:16 (one word, “Rabbouni” “teacher”) 

4. 1 Cor. 16:22 (one word, “Maranatha” “our Lord come”)  
 

 Some of the more notable differences between Aramaic and Hebrew is 

summarized as follows:8 

1. Consonantal changes. 

a. The original “th” shifted to “sh” in Hebrew, “t” in Aramaic. 

b.  The original “d” shifted to “ts” in Hebrew, silent ‘ăyĭn or occasionally “q” in 

Aramaic. 

c. The original “z” shifted to “ts” in Hebrew, “t” in Aramaic 

d. The original “dh” became to “z” in Hebrew, “d” in Aramaic. 

2. Vowel changes 

a. Aramaic perserves the original long “a,” whereas the Canaanite shifted to “o.” 

b. Aramaic perserves the original “i,” whereas the Hebrew shifted to long “e.”  

c. Aramaic perserves the original “u,” whereas the Hebrew shifted to long “o.” 

d. “a” under accent does not lengthen as it does in Hebrew. 

 

Important Related Documents 

Together with the Bible are found several important Aramaic related works. These 

Aramaic works are found in the works of their period. Around the time of Christ, 

Aramaic split into two main branches, East and West. There are two important early 

manuscripts to note, the Jerusalm Targum of the Western branch and the Babylonian 

Targum representing the Eastern branch (c. 1st century).   

 The Christian Aramaic speaking community created the Peshitta, the Aramaic 

Bible (c. 2nd-3rd century).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
8 G.L. Archer in Merrill Tenney, gen. ed., The Zondervan Encyclopedia of the Bible (Grand 

Rapids:Zondervan, 1976) vol.1, pp.251-252 
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Chapter Two 

The Aramaic Alphabet 
The Aramaic and Hebrew alphabets are the same.  

Letter Final form Name Transliteration9 Pronunciation 
a   @la          Yalĕf  Y   silent 

B    tyb       bêt  b ball     

b                    bêt  v (b)  vine 

G   lmyg         gimĕl   g    gift        

g                   gimĕl  gh (g) ghost 

D    tlD        dalĕt  d      debt     

d                  dalĕt  th (d)   the     

h   ah           hē’      h      his     

     

w   ww             vāv (or wāw)10         v or w   vine or way 

z   !yz            zāyĭn    z  Zion    

x   tyx I      hêt     ch ( h ̣) Bach  

j   tyj I      têt     t  ( t ̣) tall    

y    dwy         yôd      y     yes     

     

K &   @k         kăf  k  king   

k $                 kăf  ch (k) peach   

l   dml        lāmĕd  l  lion 

m ~  ~m          mēm  m  man 

n !  !wn           nûn  n  no   

     

s   $ms       sāmĕk  s sin    

[   !y[         ‘ăyĭn   ‘    silent  

P @  aP         pē’   p pet   

p @               pē’  ph (or f) fat   

c #  ydc        tsādê  ts ( s ̣) nets  

q   @wq       qôf  q king   

     

r   vyr        rêš    r run  

f   !yf         sîn  s sin 

v   !yv         shîn  sh (š) shine 

T   wT          tāv (tāw)  t toy 

t                tāv (tāw)  th (t) throne 

 
9 Transliteration is the process of assigning an English equivalent to the Hebrew letter.  
10 I prefer vav over waw. That is how I learned it so I will continue with that heritage.  
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Notice the five groupings. These are organized in four or five letters per group in 

order to help in the memorization process. It is far easier to memorize a group of four or 

five letters, then, once the group is memorized, move on to the next group. Memorize the 

letter, saying the name and writing the letter many times. Do this until the whole alphabet 

can be written without hesitation.  

 

BeGaD KeFaT  
Notice there are some letters that are repeated and contain a dot (.) within it (e.g., T). This 

dot is called a Daghesh Lene and indicates a hard pronunciation. These letters are called 

begadkephat (a composite built on the names of the six letters tpkdgb) as a way to 

remember them. These letters are B, G, D, K, P, T.  As you can see, Aramaic, like Hebrew 

is written from right to left.        

 

 

Final Form 
There are five letters that contain a final form. A final form letter should be used when 

that letter is in the last position of the word.  

 

letter final form 
k $ 
m ~ 
n ! 
p @ 
c # 

 

Final kaf $ has two special forms that come up a lot. Final kaf  $  is written with a silent 

sheva ( . ) when it lacks a vowel and looks like  %. Likewise final kaf has the final qamets 

( " ) placed inside it and looks like ^.   

  

Certain letters sound alike 
As you can tell some of the letter sound alike.  

• s,  f   - S, as in See 

• K,  q  - K, as in keep 

• j,  T   - T, as in Tom 

• b,  w   - V, as in Vine 

• x,  k    - CH, as in Bach 

• a,  [ - Silent                       

 

 

The Vowels 
Our ancient Hebrew and Aramaic text had no written vowels. The written vowels were 

added around AD 500 by the Masoretes who added them in order to preserve the 
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language. It is not that the language did not use vowels; it is just that there was no written 

form until later. The speaker would add the vowel as necessary. For example, all verbs 

(with exception) use the “a” sound in the first syllable while its noun equivalent will use 

the “e” sound in the first vowel position. The system they developed is called the pointing 

system whose intention is not to alter the established written form. The pointing added 

small dots and symbols below and above the character.  

Aramaic has the “a,” “e,” “i,” “o,” and “u” vowel sounds as shown below. 

 

Table of Full-Vowels 

Group Name Sign Position Sound Example 

a Qamets11 ' 'a a, as in car b'a father 

Pathach : ;a a, as in bat t;B daughter 

e Tsere E ea e, as in they lEa God 

Tsere-Yod yE yea e, as in they tyeB house 

Seghol , ,a e, as in met l<q<v shekel 

i Hireq-Yod yI yIa i, as in marine ayih she 

Hireq I ia i, as in sit ~i[ with  

o Holem I oa o, as in row aol not 

Holem-Vav A Aa o, as in row rAa light 

Qamets-Hatuf ' 'a o, as in cost l'K all 

u Shureq W Wa u, as in rule aWh he 

Qibbuts u ua u, as in rule !'x.luv table 

 

     

Long Vowels. The following table lists the Aramaic/Hebrew long vowels.   

 

Sign Name Transliteration Example 

    '- qameis #em"q ā b"a   ʼav father 

    e-  isere   yerec ē lea   ʼel God 

    o-  Iholem ~,lAx ō a{l   loʼ not 

 

 

 

Naturally long vowels. The following table lists the Aramic/Hebrew naturally long 

vowels. Naturally long vowels are formed using either a vav (w) or a yod (y).  

 

Sign Name Transliteration Example 
    ye  isere yod dAy yerec ê tyEB   beyth house of 

    yi- hireq yod dAy q,ryix î ayIh hiyʼ  she  
A Iholem vav  w'w ~,lAx ô rAa   ʼor light 
W šureq q<rWv û aWh   huʼ he 

 
11 The older authors use qā́mĕs,  pắtăh, etc. The spelling is often different depending on the author. One 

thing the beginning student of Aramaic needs to know is that nothing is consistent between different 

authors.    
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Short Vowels. The following table lists the Aramaic/Hebrew short vowels. 

 
Sign Name Transliteration Sound Example 

    ;- pa;taIh   x;t;P ă a, as in bat t;B daughter 

    ,-  se ;gol lAg.s ĕ e, as in met l,q,v shekel 

    i-  Ihireq q,ryix ĭ i, as in sit ~i[ with 

    "-  qameis Ihåituf   @Wj"x #Em"q ŏ o, as in cost l"K all 

    u- qibbu is #WBIq ŭ u, as in rule !"x>lUv table 

 

 

 

The Half-Vowels 
In addition to vowels, Aramaic, like Hebrew, makes use of semi-vowels or half-vowels. 

These half vowels make use of the sheva or shewa (a'w>v). There are two classes of sheva, 

the first is the vocal sheva which stands alone and is pronounced like an “e” as in  tyir>B 

(berit) pronounced “breet.” It is transliterated as a superscript e as in berit. The other class 

is a silent sheva which is a sheva placed beneath a consonant that ends a syllable and 

sometimes placed in the final kaf (%).   

The other sheva is used as a compound with other vowels and makes a hurried 

vowel sound. The compound shevas are as follows: 

 
First Second Compound Name Sounds like Example 

: . ]] Ihatef - patha Ih hurried Pathach   yIn]a ʼaniy       “I”   

< . ? Ihatef- seghol hurried Seghol vAn?a ʼenoš    “man” 

' . \ Ihatef- qamet is hurried Qamets yIl\x Iholi   “sickness” 

  

 

Consonants Used as Vowels  
The consonants ywha may be used as vowel letters.  a and h are used for final ā or ē, w for  ō 

or ū, and y for ī and ē. Final ē, which occurs very rarely, is indicated by h.12 

 

Daghesh Forte 
The Daghesh forte is a dot in the letter which indicated one is to double the consonant in 

which it occurs. It is the same mark as the daghesh lene placed in the six consonants. For 

example in, !eB;h (habben) the bet is doubled.  

 

The rules for a daghesh forte are as follows: 

1. A dot in any letter other than a BaGad KeFaT letter is a daghesh forte. 

2. A daghesh forte is always found immediately after a vowel, whereas a daghesh 

lene is never found after a vowel.       
  

 
12 Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: Die Deutsche, 2002), p. 12 
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Gutturals 
The gutturals are:  a, [, h, x, and sometimes r. They are gutturals because they are 

pronounced from the back of the throat.  

 

Sibilants 
The sibilants are:  z, s, c, f, and v. They are classified as sibilants because of their “s” 

sounds.   

 

Labials 
The labials are:  B, m, and P.  

 

Furtive Pathach 
When a word ends with one of the gutturals   or   and a Pathach is beneath the final 

guttural it is called a Furtive Pathach and the Pathach is pronounced before the final 

guttural.  An example is :xWr  (ruach), “spirit, wind.”  

  

Syllables 
The word syllable comes to the English from the Greek syllabē meaning, “that which 

holds together,” and applies to how a word is pronounced. A word or part of a word 

pronounced with a single, uninterrupted sound of the voice is a syllable. Aramaic words 

have as many syllables as they have separate consonants. In general, words are broken up 

into syllables using the following rules:  

 

• All syllables in a word must begin with a consonant. 

• A syllable must include one full vowel or a half vowel. 

• There are as many syllables as there are full vowels.  

• A syllable will split the doubled letter of a daghesh forte.   

 

Aramaic syllables are either open or closed. An open syllable is one that ends in a 

vowel and is normally a long vowel. A closed syllable is one that ends in a consonant and 

the vowel will normally be short.  

 

Aramaic Differences  
There are a few things to point out concerning the differences between Aramaic and 

Hebrew. These differences are summarized as follows: 

 

1. Hebrew words with zayin (z) may be changed to dalet (d) in Aramaic.  

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
b'h'z  b:h.D  gold 
x:b'z  x:b.D  to sacrifice 

 

2. Hebrew words with tsade (c) may be changed to tet (j) in Aramaic. 
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Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
rWc  rWj  mountain 

 

3. Hebrew words with tsade (c) may by changed to ayin ([) in Aramaic.  

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
#,r,a  h'[.r;a  land, earth 
#E[  ['a  tree 

 

4. Hebrew words with shin (v) may be changed to tav (t) in Aramaic. 

  

Hebrew  Aramaic  Translation 
rAv  rAT  bull 
b:v'y  bit.y  to dwell 

 

5. The Aramaic consonants are interchangeable13. 

 

 Aramaic option  Aramaic option Translation 
a and h a'l h'l not 
   a'r]h:n h'r]h:n river 
v and s a.T.v:v.x:T.r;a a.T.s:v.x:T.r:a Artaxerxes 
   a'k.B:f a'k.B:s harp 

  

6. Hebrew words normally spelled with the long o-class vowel, Holem Vav, may be 

spelled with the long a-class vowel, Qamets, in Aramaic. This is referred to as the 

Canaanite shift.14     

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Trnanslation 
~Al'v  ~'l.v  peace 
vAn/a  v'n/a  man 
rAD  r'D  generation 
bAj  b'j  good 

 

7. The determinate state. The definite article is moved to the end of the word and 

changes to Qamets with alef (a'  ).    

 

Hebrew  Aramaic  Trnanslation 
%,l,M:x  a'K.l:m  the king 

 

 

 

 

 
13 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 4 
14 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 10 
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8. Fewer uses of the vav conjunction (w) in Aramaic than in Hebrew.  

 

9. Greater use of the word yiD . The word may be used as a subordinate conjunction 

(“that, so that, when, after”), a genitive (“that of, which belongs to”), and a 

relative pronoun (“who, which, that”).    

 

10. Common words. Some common words are noticeably different. 

 

Common word Aramaic Hebrew 

to come hta aAb 

to fear lxD aEr'y 

to see hzx h'a'r 

to speak llm r:m'a  r:b'D 

to go down txn d:r'y 

  

 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the consonants. 

B. Memorize the vowels. 

C. Memorize the half-vowels.  

D. Memorize the 9 major differences between Hebrew and Aramaic. 
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Chapter Three 

Pronouns 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
b:a father  l:kyEh palace, temple 
!,b<a stone  liy:x strength, army 
H'l?a God, god  ~yiK:x wise, wise man 
!yih'l?a gods, God  h'm.k'x wisdom 
h'M:a cubit  ~,lEx dream 
hEy.r:a lion  h'KUn]x dedication 
tiy:B house, temple  l:j dew 
r:b.G man  D:y hand, power 
!yiD judgment, justice  ~Ay day 
t'D law, command, 

decree 

 !Eh'K priest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Pronoun 

Like English pronouns, Aramaic pronouns replace a noun. The noun that it replaces is 

called the antecedent.  In the statement,   ~yih{l?a'h aWh h'wh>y   “The LORD, he [is] God”  the 

pronoun “he” refers back to the nearest antecedent “LORD.” The word pronoun comes 

from the Latin pro meaning, “before, for,” and nomen meaning, “a name.” Aramaic 

pronouns are classified as personal, demonstrative, relative, and interrogative. 
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Independent Personal Pronouns 

Independent personal pronouns are used to reduce repetition. Independent personal 

pronouns may be used as the subject of the verb but not the object of the verb. They may 

also appear as subjects of a verbless clause. Personal pronouns function as follows: 

1. First person pronouns “I” and “we” refer to the person speaking. 

2. Second person pronoun “you” refers to the person being spoken to.    

3. Third person pronouns “he,” “she,” and “it,” refer to the person or thing spoken 

of.  

 

 

 Aramaic Translation  Aramaic Translation 

1cs15 h'n]a I 1cp h'n.x:n]a we 

2ms  .T.n:a h'T.n:a you 2mp !WT.n:a you 

2fs - you 2fp - you 

3ms aWh he/it 3mp !WNia !AMih AMih they 

3fs ayih she/it 3fp !yiNia they 

 

 

 

Demonstrative Pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns serve to point out someone or something being singled out for 

attention. For example, “this man” points out this specific man. Demonstrative pronouns 

may be either near, “this,” or far, “that.”  

1. Near demonstratives. 

 

 Aramaic Translation 

ms h'n.D this 

fs a'D this 

cp lEa h,Lea  !yELia these 

 

2. Far demonstratives. 

 

 Aramaic Translation 

ms %ED that 

fs %'D that 

cp %ELia those 

 

 Aramaic Translation 

m/fs !EKiD that 

 

 

 

 
15 cs and cp are common singular and common plural respectively. Common refers to gender covering both 

masculine and feminine subjects.    
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Relative Pronoun 

The Aramaic relative pronoun yiD “who, which, that,” introduces a relative clause and the 

noun it modifies. The relative pronoun does not possess gender or number; it simply 

stands alone following the noun it modifies or is attached to the noun with the maqqef.   

 

 

 

Interrogative Pronouns 

An interrogative pronoun serves to ask a question. The Aramaic interrogative pronouns 

do not possess gender or number and includes the following: 

 

Aramaic Translation 
h'm What? 
!:m Who? 

 

 

 

Pronominal Suffixes 

Pronominal suffixes may be attached to verbs, nouns, and prepositions. Aramaic 

pronominal suffixes have person, gender, and number. When attached to nouns, the 

meaning is normally possessive and translated “my, his, her.” When attached to 

prepositions or verbs, the normal meaning is objective and translated “to me, to him, to 

her.”    

 

 

Person/ 

Gender/ 

Number 

Pronominal Suffix Translation 

Possessive/Objective 

1cs yi my/me 

2ms %' your/you 

2fs - your/you 

3ms HE his/him 

3fs H: her 

 

 

 

Person/ 

Gender/ 

Number 

Pronominal Suffix Translation 

Possessive/Objective 

1cp a'n our/us 

2mp !Ak your/you 

2fp - your/you 

3mp !Ah their/them 

3fp !yEh their/them 
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Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the independent personal pronouns. 

C. Memorize the pronominal suffixes.  

D. Translate Daniel 2:4-11. 
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Chapter Four 

Introduction to Verbs 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
lOK all, every, whole  r:p.s book 
@:s.K silver  r:p's scribe 
b't.K writing, document  dEb][ servant, slave 
b:b.l  bEl heart  r:b][ opposite, beyond 
h'nyid.m province, city  !iy:[ eye 
h'Lim word, matter  ~:l'[ eternity, forever 
%,l,m king  ~:[ people, nation 
b:K.vim bed  b:f][ plant, grass 
ayib.n prophet  h'x,P governor 
r:h.n stream, river  ~El.c statue, image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Verb 

Aramaic verb stems mostly follow the form of Hebrew, but the names have changed.   

Along with the verbal stems listed below, Aramaic verbs have two tenses: Perfect and 

Imperfect; two moods: Imperative and Jussive; three voices: active, passive and reflexive. 

Also is found the Infinitive and the Participle.    

 

I. Aramaic Stems. Aramaic stems correspond to the Hebrew stems except the names 

have changed. The following list gives the technical name which will be 

simplified for ease of use (e.g. Peʽal = Peal, throughout the rest of the book).  

 

a. Simple 

 

Hebrew Stem Aramaic Stem Action/Voice 

Qal Peʽal Simple Active 

Niphʽal Peʽil Simple Passive 

 Hithpeʽel (Ithpeel) Simple Reflexive 
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b. Intensive 

 

Hebrew Stem Aramaic Stem Action/Voice 

Piʽʽel Paʽʽel Intensive/Active 

Puʽʽal  Intensive/Passive 

Hithpaʽʽel Hithpaʽʽal (Ithpaʽʽal) Intensive/Reflexive/Passive 

   

 

c. Causative 

 

Hebrew Aramaic Voice/Action 

Hiphʽil Haphʽel/ʼAphʽel/Shaphʽel Causative/Simple 

Hophʽal Hophʽal Causative/Passive 

 

 

 

II. Tense. Aramaic has two tenses: perfect and imperfect.  

a. Perfect. The perfect tense indicates completed action or a state of being 

corresponding to the following: 

i) Present Perfect  “I have written.” 

ii) Simple Past        “I wrote.” 

iii) Past Perfect       “I had killed.”  

iv) Prophetic Perfect. Perfect as a future.  

 

Perfect Conjugation 

3ms  3mp w  + xxx 

3fs t:  + xxx 3fp w  + xxx 

2ms .t / 't  + xxx 2mp !Wt + xxx 

2fs  2fp  

1cs tE  + xxx 1cp a'n + xxx 

 

 

 

b. Imperfect. The imperfect tense indicates incomplete action or state of being.  

i) Present  “I write,” “I am writing.” 

ii) Future   “I will write.” 

 

 

Imperfect Conjugation 

3ms xxx + y 3mp !W + xxx + y   

3fs xxx + t 3fp !  + xxx + y    

2ms xxx + t 2mp !W + xxx + t   

2fs  2fp  

1cs xxx +  a 1cp xxx + n 
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III. Mood. Aramaic has two moods: imperative and jussive.  

a. Imperative. The imperative only occurs in the second singular and plural. 

Note that the second person imperfect may also function as an imperative. The 

imperative is translated as: bUT.K  “(you) write!” 

 

Imperative Conjugation 

2ms xxx 2mp w + xxx  

2fs y  + xxx 2fp  

 

 

b. Jussive. Like Hebrew, the jussive only occurs in the third person imperfect. 

There is a difference in spelling for the plural forms, while the imperfect ends 

in final nun (!), the jussive omits it.  

• Imperfect :  !Wd.baEy  “they will perish” 

• Jussive:       Wd:baEy   “let them perish”  

 

 

IV. Voice. Aramaic has three voices: active, passive and reflexive. 

a. Active. The subject performs the action: “I write.” 

b. Passive.  An external agent performs the action: “It being written.” 

c. Reflexive.  The subject performs the action on itself: “I write myself.” 

 

V. Infinitive. The infinitive is a verbal noun: b:T.kim “to write.”  

 

VI. Participle. The participle is a verbal adjective: bEt'K “writing.” 

a. The participle has a multi-purpose sense. 

1. Continuous and habitual action. 
                                   h'a.V:n.tim !yik.l:m-l:[ a'm.l'[ t'mAy-!im %'d a't.y.riq yiD Wx:K.v:h.w Wr:Q:bW 
          “and it was found that this city in former times has revolted against kings” (Ezra 4:19) 

2. Immediate present.  
yiD a'K.l:m.l h'n.x:n]a !yi[.dAh.m 

                 “we inform the king that…” (Ezra 4:16) 

3. Simultaneous with the main verb, often translated as a past tense. 
   a'T.v:r.b,n lEb\q'l !'b.t'k.w v'n/a-d:y yiD !'[.B.c,a Wq:P.n h't][:v-H:B   

                 “at this very moment a finger came out and wrote” (Dan. 5:5) 

4. Used freely as a narrative tense (Dan. 3:3-4). 
 

VII. Verbs with pronominal suffixes. Suffixes attached to verbs function as accusatives 

or as direct objects: e.g., “I see you.” There is no pronominal suffix for the 3mp 

and 3fp, instead the independent personal pronouns AMih, !AMih  are used. 
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 Suffix Word16 Conjugation Root Translation 

1cs yin  yin:T.[:dAh Aph Perf 2ms + p.s. 1cs [:d'y you knew me 

2ms % %'j.l.v:h Aph Perf 3ms + p.s. 2ms jlv he ruled you 

3ms HE (after a consonant) HEr.t:s Peal Perf 3ms + p.s. 3ms r:t's he hid him 

 yih (after a vowel) yih'n.B Peal Perf 3ms + p.s. 3ms h'n'b he built him 

3fs H: H:m.l.v:h Aph Perf 3ms + p.s. 3fs ~:l'v he completed her 

2mp !Ak !Ak.n<l]a.viy Peal Imp 3ms + p.s. 2mp l:a'v he asked you 

1cp a'n a'n<T.[:dAh Aph Perf 2ms + P.s. 1cp [:d'y you knew us 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the Perfect and Imperfect conjugations. 

C. Translate Daniel 2:12-19. 

 

 
16 List adapted from Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden, 1995), p. 75  
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Chapter Five 

The Simple Verb 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
v'n/a man, mankind  !,r,q horn 
['a wood, tree  vaEr head, chief 
[;r]a earth, land  l:g.r foot 
r:B son  :xWr wind, spirit 
Wl'G exile, deportation  r'a.v rest, remains 
b;h.D gold  ~'l.v peace, welfare 
r'D generation  ~Uv name 
Wz/x vision  !iy;m.v heaven, sky (pl) 
yElyEl night  !Ev tooth 
r:Pic bird  h'n.v year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Simple Verb Stems 

The Peal, Peil and Hithpeel stems are called the simple verb stems. The Peal is the simple 

active, the Peil is the simple passive, and the Hithpeel (and the rare Ithpeel) is the simple 

reflexive stem.   

 

 

 Perfect Imperfect Imperative Infinitive 

Construct 

Active 

Participle 

Passive17 

Participle 

Peal b:t.K bUT.kiy bUt.K b:T.kim bEt'K byit.K 
Peil byit.K      
Hithpeel bEt.K.tih bEt.K.tiy  h'b't.K.tih  bEt.K.tim 
Ithpeel bit.K.tia 

b:t.K.t,a 
     

 

 

 

 

 
17 Table adapted from Basics of Biblical Aramaic, Miles Van Pelt (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p.141 
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Peal Perfect Strong Verb 

The simple perfect active verb stem in Aramaic is called the Peal perfect stem and is 

idenified by a vocal sheva ( .  ) under the first root consonant and a pathach ( :  ) under the 

second root consonant. The Peal perfect stem has the following conjugations.       

 

Peal Perfect 

3ms b:t.K he wrote 3mp Wb:t.K they wrote 

3fs t:b.tiK she wrote 3fp h'b:t.K they wrote 

2ms 'T.b:t.K you wrote 2mp !WT.b:t.K you wrote 

2fs yiT.b:t.K you wrote 2fp !ET.b:t.K you wrote 

1cs tEb.tiK I wrote 1cp a'n.b:t.K we wrote 

 

 
 b:h.d-yiD ~El.c d:b][ a'K.l:m r:C,n.d:kWb.n    

 

“Nebuchadnezzar the king made an image of gold” (Dan. 3:1) 

 

a'Y:n.P.r:D.D.v:x]a:l v:n.kim.l x:l.v a'K.l:m r:C,n.d:kWb.nW 
 

“Then Nebuchadnezzar the king sent to gather together the princes…” (Dan. 3:2) 

 

 

Peal Imperfect Strong Verbs 

The simple active imperfect verb stem in Aramaic is called the Peal imperfect and is 

identified by the hireq ( I ) under the first root consonant position (or seghol with the 1cs) 

and a qibbuts ( U ) under the second root consonant when not reduced. The Peal Imperfect 

has the following conjugations. Notice the 2fs and 2ms have the save form.     

 

Peal Imperfect 

3ms bUT.kiy he will write 3mp !Wb.T.kiy they will write 

3fs bUT.kiT she will write 3fp !'b.T.kiy they will write 

2ms bUT.kiT you will write 2mp !Wb.T.kiT you will write 

2fs !yib.T.kiT you will write 2fp !'b.T.kiT you will write 

1cs bUT.T.k,a I will write 1cp bUT.kin we will write 

 

 

a'K.l:m r:C,n.d:kWb.n ~yEq]h yiD a'b]h:D ~,l,c.l !Wd.G.sit.w !Wl.PiT 
 

You fall down and worship the golden image that Nebuchadnezzar the king set up (Dan. 

3:5b) 

 

Imperfect Notes 

1. Imperfect with Energic Nun. An addition of an additional nun (n) or a doubling of 

the nun (N) is common with the Aramaic imperfect. Dr. Schuele notes, “While the 
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energic nun is largely insignificant for translation purposes, it is important to 

analyze it properly in order to avoid mistaking it for one of the root consonants.”18  

 
                            yin:NUl]h:b.y yivaEr yEw.z,x.w yib.K.vim-l:[ !yirOh.r:h.w yin:Nil]x:dyiw tyiz]x ~,lEx 

“I saw a dream that scared me, and thoughts on my bed and the visions of my head 

troubled me” (Dan. 4:2) 

  

2. Negation of the Imperfect Conjugation. There are two forms of the negative 

particle attached to the imperfect.  

a. a'l  is used twenty-three times. 

b. l:a  is used four times. This form is often identified with the Jussive, though 

this is not universal.    

 

       dUG.siy.w lEPiy a'l-yiD-!:mW   “and whoever does not fall down and worship”  (Dan. 3:6)   

 

 

Peal Imperative 

The simple active imperative verb stem in Aramaic is the Peal imperative and is 

identified by the vocal sheva ( .  ) under the first root consonant and a qibbuts ( U ) under 

the second root consonant when not reduced. The Peal imperative has the following 

conjugations. 

 

Peal Imperative 

2ms bUt.K write! 2mp WbUt.K write! 

2fs yibUt.K write! 2fp h'bUt.K write! 

 

 
    r:m/a HEr.vipW tEy]z]x-yid yim.l,x yEw.z,x %'l sEn'a-a'l z'r-l'k.w      

And no secret troubles you, tell me the visions of my dream  that I have seen and its 

interpretation (Dan. 4:9)    

 

 

Peal Infinitive 

The simple infinitive verb stem in Aramaic is the Peal infinitive and is identified to the 

addition of the mem-hireq ( im ) prefix, and a pathach ( :  ) under the second root 

consonant. The Peal infinitive has the following conjugation. 

 

 

Peal Infinitive 

b:T.kim to write 

 

 

 
18 Andreas Schuele, An Introduction to Biblical Aramaic (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2012), 

p. 53 
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 a'K.l:m r:C,n.d:kWb.n ~yEq]h yiD a'm.l:c t:KUn]x:l   
To come to the dedication of the image which Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up (Dan. 

3:2b) 

 

 

 

 

Peal Participle  

The simple active participle is called the Peal participle in Aramaic and is identified by 

the qamets ( "  ) under the first root consonant. “Since the participle is grammatically a 

noun, it has the endings of a noun in the absolute state. On its verbal side, the participle is 

included in the verbal stem system.”19  The Peal participle is the simple active participle 

and has the following conjugations.  

 

 

Peal Participle 

ms bEt'K mp !yib.t'K 
fs h'b.t'K fp !'b.t'K 

 

 

The peal participle is translated, bEt'K “the one who writes,” or, “writing.”    

 
  a'm.l'[-d:[.w a'm.l'[-!im %:r'b.m a'h'l/a-yid HEmiv aEw/h,l r:m'a.w laEYin'd hEn'[    

Daniel answered and said: Blessed be the name of God forever and ever (Dan. 2:20). 

 

 

 

Peal Strong Verb Notes 

1. The 2ms has an alternate form. The dictionary form is 'T.b:t.K but is also found with 

the final sheva  .T.b:t.K.  

2. A vocal sheva is placed under the first root letter because Aramaic prefers a 

reduced vowel in opn, pretnic syllables. However, a Hireq is used in the 3fs and 

1cs due to the fact that two side by side vocal shevas cannot both be. When two 

vocal shevas occur at the beginning of the word, the first is truned into a Hireq20.  

3. The normal vowel placed under the second root consonant is the Pathach ( :  ). 

However, this second root consonant may also be a Hireq ( I ) or a Tsere ( E  ).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
19 ibid, p. 47 
20 Miles Van Pelt, p.83 
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Peil Perfect Strong Verb 

The simple perfect passive verb stem in Aramaic is called the Peil perfect and is 

identified by the hireq yod ( yi  ) in the stem vowel position21. The Peil perfect has the 

following conjugations.       

 

Peil Perfect 

3ms byit.K it had been written 3mp Wbyit.K they were written 

3fs t:byit.K it had been written 3fp h'byit.K they were written 

2ms 'T.byit.K you were writtten 2mp !WT.byit.K you were written 

2fs yiT.byit.K you were written 2fp !:T.byit.K you were written 

1cs t:byit.K I was written 1cp a'n.byit.K we were written 

 

 

 

Peil Participle  

The Peil Participle is the simple passive participle. The peil participle is translated, byit.K 

“the one who was written.” 

 

 

Peil Participle 

ms byit.K mp !yibyit.K 
fs h'byit.K fp !'byit.K 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hithpeel Perfect Strong Verb 

The simple perfect reflexive verb stem in Aramaic is called the Hithpeel perfect and is 

identified by the he-hireq-tav-sheva ( .tih ), however, if the word begins with a sibilant (z, 

c, v) then the tav ( t ) of the hithpeel prefix and sibilant (z, c, v) metathesis (i.e., switch 

places). The Hithpeel prefix is followed by form of the participle. The Hithpeel perfect 

has the following conjugations.       

 

Hithpeel Perfect 

3ms bEt.K.tih he write himself 3mp Wbit.K.tih they wrote themselves 

3fs t:B.t:K.tih she wrote herself 3fp w'bit.K.tih they wrote themselves 

2ms .T.bEt.K.tih you wrote yourself 2mp !WT.bEt.K.tih you wrote yourselves 

2fs   2fp   

1cs tEB.t:K.tih I wrote myself 1cp a'n.bEt.K.tih we wrote ourselves 

 

 

 
21 The stem vowel is the vowel between the second and third root consonant. 
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   !iy:dyib a'l-yiD !,b,a t,r,z.G.tih yiD d:[ 't.y:w]h hEz'x        

You beheld while a stone was cut out without hands (Dan. 2:34a). 

 

 

Hithpeel Imperfect Verb 

The simple imperfect reflexive verb stem in Aramaic is called the Hithpeel imperfect and 

is identified by the he-hireq-tav-sheva ( .tih ), however, if the word begins with a sibilant 

(z c v) then the tav ( t ) of the hithpeel prefix and sibilant (z c v) metathesis (i.e., switch 

places). The Hithpeel prefix is followed by form of the imperfect. The Hithpeel imperfect 

has the following conjugations.       

 

Hithpeel Imperfect 

3ms bEt.K.tiy he writes himself  3mp !Wb.t:K.tiy they write themselves 

3fs bEt.K.tT she writes herself 3fp !'b.t:K.tiy they write themselves 

2ms bEt.K.tiT you write yourself 2mp !Wb.t:K.tiT you write yourselves 

2fs   2fp   

1cs bEt.K.t<a I write myself 1cp bEt.K.tin we write ourselves 

 

 

Hithpeel Infinitive 

The simple reflexive infinitive verb stem in Aramaic is the Hithpeel infinitive and is 

identified to the addition of the he-hireq-tav-sheva ( .tih ). The Hithpeel infinitive has the 

following conjugation. 

 

Hithpeel Infinitive 

h'b't.K.tih to itself write  

 

 
h'l'J.q.tih.l yihAr.b:x.w laEYin'D A[.bW 

And they sought Daniel and his friends in order to execute [them] (Dan. 2:13).  

 

 

Hithpeel Participle  

The simple reflexive participle verb stem in Aramaic is the Hithpeel participle and is 

identified to the addition of the mem-hireq-tav-sheva ( .tim ). The Hithpeel participle has 

the following conjugations.  

 

 

Hithpeel Participle 

ms bEt.K.tim mp !yiB.t:K.tim 
fs h'B.t:K.tim fp  
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Ithpeel Verb Stem 

The Ithpeel is a minor variation of the Hithpeel stem and has the same meaning. The 

Ithpeel only occurs four times in the Bible and is identified by the Ithpeel prefix .tia (h of 

the Hithpeel is replaced with a in the Ithpeel).  Dr. Van Pelt provides the following22:  

 

 Root Ithpeel Translation 

3fs zrg t,r,z.G.tia she (it) was cut 

3fs arK t:Yir.K.t,a she (it) was distressed 

3mp rq[ Wr:q][.t,a they were uprooted 

3fp rq[ h'r:q][.t,a they were uprooted 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the Perfect and Imperfect conjugations. 

C. Translate Daniel 2:20-27 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
22 Miles Van Pelt, p. 127 
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Chapter Six 

Nouns 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
!'lyia tree  !'m.z time, turn 
h'MUa nation  %yin.m:h chain 
r's/a prohibition, 

injunction 

 h'wyEx animal, beast 

r:t]a place, location  @:s]x moulded clay, 

pottery 
!WT:a furnace  ~E[.j commad, decree, 

advice, report 
boG pit, den  dWn fire 
aAG midst, middle  !'Di[ time, moment 
~Ev.G body  r:v.P interpretation 
wyiz radiance, 

brightness, 

countenance 

 z'r secret, mystery 

r'm.z string music  !'j.l'v dominion, powers 

 

 

 

 

The Noun 

Aramaic nouns are identified according to three states: absolute, determined or construct. 

Since a noun identifies a person, place, thing, or idea, Aramaic nouns possess gender 

(masculine, feminine) and number (singular, dual, plural). As with the Hebrew noun, 

Aramaic nouns are for the most part composed of three root consonants with a fewer set 

of two root consonants. Aramaic also has some four root consonants that are all of 

foreign origin. Some Aramaic nouns possess an odd characteristic that uniquely identifies 

their function. These functions are defined below.   

a. Gentilic nouns. A gentilic noun is one that identifies the resident of a locality or 

class. Gentilic nouns have a Qamets Yod (y' ) added as a suffix.   

 

Name Location/Class23 
yiD.f:K Chaldean 
y'Wh.y Judean, Jew 
y's.r:P Persian 
y'l.b'B Babylonian 
y'wEl Levite 

 
23 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids:Zondervan, 2011), p. 23 
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b. Occupational nouns. An occupational noun is one that identifies an occupation. 

Occupational nouns possess a daghesh forte in the second root consonant 

followed by a Qamets.  

 

Name Occupation 
x'B:j butcher, executioner 
!'Y:D judge 
r'M:z musician 

 

c. Locality nouns. Locality nouns are nouns that indicate a place where the action 

takes place. Locality nouns are prefixed with mem with either a Hireq or a 

Pathach  ( im or :m).   

 

Name Locality 
aET.vim banquet hall 
b:K.vim a bed 
x:B.D:m altar 

 

d. Abstract nouns. Abstract nouns are nouns that indicate non-physical realities such 

as idea or concepts24. Abstract nouns have a Shureq suffix.  

 

Name Idea 
Wk'z innocence 
Wk.l:m kingdom 
Wb.r greatness 

 

 

 

I. Gender of Nouns and Adjectives 

Both nouns and adjectives follow the same rules.  

  

Masculine nouns. Masculine nouns have no distinct endings and are thus harder to 

identify with certainty. The only way to determine a masculine noun with certainty is to 

look it up in the lexicon.  The lexical form (dictionary form) is the absolute singular form. 

1. Nouns that are naturally male will be masculine. An example is: b'a father (m). 

 

Feminine nouns. Feminine nouns can be identified in the following way: 

1. Feminine nouns will normally be augmented with the feminine ending of either 

Qamets He (h" ) or Qamets Alef (a' ).  

 
h'wyEx animal (f) 
a'y.riq city (f) 

 

 
24 Ibid. p. 23 
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2. Some feminine nouns may end with Shureq (W ) or Tav  (t).   

 
Wk.l:m kingdom (f) 
t'c.q end (f) 

 

3. Some nouns are naturally feminine and have no unique ending.    

 
[:r]a ground, earth (f) 
d:y hand (f)  

 

4. Nouns that refer to female persons will be feminine. An example is: ~Ea mother. 

 

 

                 

 

 

II. Number 

Aramaic nouns are either singular, dual, or plural. The rules for identification are as 

follows. 

1. Singular. Singular nouns have no special singular additions.  

2. Dual. There are certain nouns that naturally occur in pairs like eyes and ears. 

These dual nouns are identified by the dual ending I!y:  (pata ih + yod + ihireq + final 

nun).  Examples are:   

 
!iy;d'y     hands 
!iy:l.g:r feet 
!yET.r:T two 

 

 

3. Plural. The Aramaic plural noun means three or more. Plural endings generally 

correspond to their gender but are not always consistent. The singular forms 

sometimes undergo changes when augmented with their plural endings. These 

changes have to do with the language’s vocalization. 

 

a. Masculine plural endings.  

• Most masculine plural nouns end with !yI   (ihireq-yod, followed by final 

nun).  

 

Singular   Plural  
%<l<m king → !yik.l:m kings 

 

 

• Some masculine plural nouns end with !'   (iQamets followed by nun), 

which is the normal ending for the feminine plural noun.   

 

Singular  Plural 
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  aEs.r'K throne → !'w's.r'K thrones 

     

    

b. Feminine plural nouns.  

• Most feminine plural nouns end with a Qamets and nun !' .   

 

 

Singular  Plural 
h'n.T:m gift → !'n.T:m gifts 

     

 

 

• A few feminine plural nouns end with !yI   (ihireq-yod, followed by final 

nun), which is the normal ending for the masculine plural noun.  

 

Singular  Plural 

h'Lim word → !yiLim words 

     

III. State 

Aramaic nouns and adjectives are classified as either absolute, construct or determined 

state.  

 

1. Absolute and Construct State. As Dr. Schuele says, “The absolute state indicates 

that a noun is not determined by any other noun, whereas in the construct state it 

is followed by one or several other nouns (genitive, or construct chain). For 

example, in the phrase ‘the house of David,’ ‘house’ is the construct noun because 

it is determined in this case by a proper noun that explains whose house it is.”25  

a. The absolute state is the normal word.  

b. The construct state is genitive and implies determination.  

 

 

 a'K.l:m t:Lim  

Absolute state  Construct state 

 [the] word of the king  

 

 Absolute Construct 

 Ending Paradigm  Ending Paradigm  

ms  %,l,m king  %,l,m king of 

fs h'  or  a' h'K.l:m kingdom t: t:K.l:m kingdom of 

mp !yi !yiK.l:m kings yE yEK.l:m kings of 

fp !' !'K.l:m kingdoms t' t'K.l:m kingdoms of 

 

 
25 Andreas Schuele, An Introduction to Biblical Aramaic (Louisville: WJK, 2012), p. 20  
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c. The determined state is a noun with the definite article (a' ) attached to the end 

of the word. 

 

Hebrew Aramaic Translation 

%,l,M:h a'K.l:m the king 

   

 

 Absolute Determined Translation26 

ms %,l,m a'K.l:m the king 

fs h'wyEx a't.wyEx the animal 

mp !yik.l:m a'Y:k.l:m the kings 

fp !'wyEx a't'wyEx the animals 

 

 

 

IV. The Construct Chain 

“A construct chain is a group of contiguous (side by side) nouns that are bound together 

in order to express the ‘of’ relationship between those nouns.”27 Dr. Miles Van Pelt lists 

the following rules for construct nouns. 

1. The absolute or determined noun is always the last noun in the construct chain.  

2. Construct nouns cannot take a definte article.  

3. In a construct chain, there is only one absolute or determined noun. There may, 

however, be two or three construct nouns in a construct chain.  

 

V. The Particle  yiD .  

Another way to express the genitive case in Aramaic is to use the particle yiD.   

1. After an absolute noun.  

        

r:v.n-yiD !yiP:G.w   “and the wings of an eagle” (Dan. 7:4) 

 

2. After a determined noun. 

 

a'y.lyEl-yid a'w.z,x.B  “in the vision of the night” (Dan. 2:19) 

 

3. After a noun with a pronominal suffix.  

 

laEYin'd-yiD HEh'l/a   “the God of Daniel” (Dan. 6:26; Heb. 6:27) 

  

    

 

 

 

 
26 Table adopted from Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 27 
27 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 32 
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VI. Pronominal Suffixes with Nouns.  

Aramaic pronominal suffixes have person, gender, and number. When attached to nouns, 

the meaning is normally possessive and translated “my, your, his, her, our, their.”   

 

 

 

 

 

 Singular Noun Plural Noun Translation 

Possessive/Objective 

1cs yi y: my/me 

2ms %' %iy: your/you 

2fs - - your/you 

3ms HE yihA his/him 

3fs H: H:Y: her 

1cp a'n a'ny, Our/us 

2mp !Ak !AkyE Your/you 

2fp - - Your/you 

3mp !Ah !AhyE Their/them 

3fp !yEh !EhyE Their/them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pronominal Suffix with H'l/a  Pronominal Suffix with h'wyEx  
 masc. sg    fem. sg.  

 yih'l/a my God   yit.wyEx my animal 

 %'h'l/a your God (m.)   %'t.wyEx your animal (m.) 

 yikEh'l/a your God (f.)   yikEt.wyEx your animal (f.) 

 H:h'l/a his God   HEt.wyEx his animal 

 H:h'l/a her God   H:t.wy:x her animal 

 a'n:h'l/a our God   a'n:t.wyEx our animal 

(!Ak-) o~k]h'l/a your God (m.)  (!Ak-) o~k.t:wy:x your animal (m.) 

 !Ek]h'l/a your God (f.)   !Ek.t:wyEx your animal (f.) 

(!Ah-)  o~h]h'l/a there God (m.)  (!Ah-) o~h.t:wyEx their animal (m.) 

 !Eh]h'l/a their God (f.)   !Eh.t:wyEx their animal (f.) 
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Pronominal Suffix with  !yih'l/a   Pronominal Suffix with  !'wyEx  

 masc. pl.    fem. pl.  

 y:h'l/a my God   yit'wyEx my animal 

 %y'h'l/a your God (m.)   %'t'wyEx your animal (m.) 

 yikyEh'l/a your God (f.)   yikEt'wyEx your animal (f.) 

 yihAh'l/a his God   HEt'wyEx his animal 

 Hy:h'l/a her God   H:t'wy:x her animal 

 a'ny:h'l/a our God   a'n:t'wyEx our animal 

(!Ak-) o~kyEh'l/a your God (m.)  (!Ak-) o~k.t'wy:x your animal (m.) 

 !EkyEh'l/a your God (f.)   !Ek.t'wyEx your animal (f.) 

(!Ah-)  o~hyEh'l/a there God (m.)  (!Ah-) o~h.t'wyEx their animal (m.) 

 !EhyEh'l/a their God (f.)   !Eh.t'wyEx their animal (f.) 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the endings for the masculine and feminine noun. 

C. Translate Daniel 2:28-35 conjugating all verbs. 
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Chapter Seven 

The Intensive Verb 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
hta to come, bring  aEr'm lord 
a[B to seek, request  @As end 
rwD to live, dwell  @:n][ branch 
!:z kind, sort  ~UP entrance, opening, 

mouth 
hwx to show, make known  ~'g.tiP decree, word 
d:m]x wine  Wb.r greatness 
bhy to give  ~Wr height 
r'q.y honor  !Ay.[:r thought 
!a"m vessel  Wl'v negligence 
rAd.m dwelling, abode  h'['v moment, a short time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aramaic Intensive Verbs 

The Aramaic intensive active verb stem is called the Pael, and the intensive 

passive/reflexive verb stem is called the Hithpaal and the rare Ithpaal28.   

 

 

 Perfect Imperfect Imperative Infinitive 

Construct 

Active 

Participle 

Passive29 

Participle 

Pael bET:K bT:k.y bET:K h'b.T:K bET:k.m b:T:k.m 
Hithpaal b:T:K.tih b:T:K.tiy  h'b.T:K.tih  b:T:K.tim 
Ithpaal b:T:K.tia 

b:T:K.t,a 
     

 

 

 
28 The intensive mode signifies intensive or repeated action.   
29 Table adapted from Basics of Biblical Aramaic, Miles Van Pelt (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p.141 
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Pael Perfect Strong Verb 

The intensive perfect active verb stem in Aramaic is called the Pael perfect and is 

identified by a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second 

root consonant (bET:K). The Pael perfect has the following conjugations.       

 

Pael Perfect 

3ms bET:K he intensely wrote  3mp WbiT:K they intensely wrote 

3fs t:b.T:K she intensely wrote 3fp h'biT:K they intensely wrote 

2ms 'T.bET:K you intensely wrote 2mp !WT.bET:K you intensely wrote 

2fs yiT.bET:K you intensely wrote 2fp !ET.bET:K you intensely wrote 

1cs tEb.T:K I intensely wrote 1cp a'n.bET:K we intensely wrote 

 

 
     a'rWn yid a'byib.v !AMih liJ:q Ag.n dEb][:w %:vyEm %:.d:.d:v.l WqiS:h yiD %Elia a'Y:.bUG a'ryiT:y hEzEa 

The flame of fire intensely killed those men that took up Shadrach, Meshah, and 

Abednego (Dan. 3:22b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pael Imperfect Strong Verb 

The intensive imperfect active verb stem in Aramaic is called the Pael imperfect and is 

identified by the vocal Shava under the prefix performative, Pathach under the first root 

consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second root consonant (bET:k.y). The Pael imperfect 

has the following conjugations.       

 

Pael Imperfect 

3ms bET:k.y he will intensely write 3mp !Wb.T:k.y they will intensely write 

3fs bET:k.T she will intensely write 3fp !'b.T:k.y they will intensely write 

2ms bET:k.T you will intensely write 2mp !Wb.T:k.T you will intensely write 

2fs   2fp   

1cs bET:k]a I will intensely write 1cp b:T:k.n we will intensely write 

 

 

yib.K.vim-l:[ !yirOh.r:h.w yin:Nil]x:dyiw tyEz]x ~,lEx 
I saw a dream and I was intensely afraid upon my bed (Dan. 4:5 Heb. 4:2) 
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Pael Imperative Strong Verb 

The intensive active imperative verb stem in Aramaic is called the Pael imperative and is 

identified by a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second 

root consonant. The Pael imperative has the following conjugations.      

 

Pael Imperative 

2ms bET:K (you) write! 2mp WbiT:K (you) write! 

 

 
yihAp.n:[-!im a'Y:r.Pic.w yihAT.x:T-!im a't.wyEx dUn.T HEB.nia Wr:D:bW HEy.p'[ Wr:T:a     

Strip off its leaves and intensely scatter his fruit. Let the beasts get away from under it 

and the birds from his branches (Dan 4:14, Aram. 4:11b). 

 

 

 

 

Pael Infinitive Strong Verb 

The Pael intensive infinitive verb stem is identified by the normal Pael identifers together 

with the Qamets He ( h'  ) ending.        

 

Pael Infinitive 

h'b'T:K to intensly write 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pael Participle 

The intensive active participle stem is identified by a vocal Shava under the Mem 

participle prefix along with a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghech Forte 

in the second root consonant if lengthening is required (bET:K.m).  The Pael participle stem 

has the following conjugations.       

 

Pael Participle 

ms bET:K.m intensely writing mp !yib.T:K.m intensely writing 

fs h'b.T:K.m intensely writing fp !'b.T:k.m intensely writing 

 

 
 aEr.v HEMi[ a'ryih.nW a'kAv]x:b h'm [:d'y a't'r.T:s.mW a't'qy:M:[ aEl'G aWh             

He reveals deep and ntense secret things; He knows what is in the darkness, and light 

dwells with Him (Dan 2:22)  
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Hithpaal Perfect Strong Verb 

The intensive passive/reflexive verb stem in Aramaic is called the Hithpaal  and has the 

following identifiers: it has the Hithpaal prefix ( .tih ),  a Pathach under the first root 

consonant and a Daghesh Forte in the second root consonant (b:T:K.tih). The Hithpaal has 

the following conjugations.        

 

Hithpaal Perfect 
3ms b:T:K.tih He was intensely writing 

He intensely wrote himself 

3mp Wb:T:K.tih they were intensely 

writting 

3fs t:b.T:K.tih She was intensely writting 3fp w'b:T:K.tih they were intensely 

writting 

2ms .T.b:T:K.tih You were intensely writting 2mp !WT.b:T:K.tih you were intensely 

writting 

2fs   2fp   

1cs tEb.T:K.tih I was intensely writting 1cp a'n.b:T:K.tih we were intensely writting 

 

 
 dWhyib yiD aEy'dWh.y-l:[ a'Y:ayib.n aADi[-r:b h'y.r:k.zW h'ayib.n y:G:x yiB:n.tih.w     

Then the prophets Haggai the prophet and Zechariah the son of Iddo intensely prophesied 

unto the Jews (Ezra 5:1a)  

 

 

 

 

 

Hithpaal Imperfect Strong Verb 

The intensive imperfect passive/reflexive verb stem has the imperfect prefix, the Hithpaal 

prefix minus the He ( .t),  a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in 

the second root consonant (b:T:K.tiy).  The Hithpaal imperfect has the following 

conjugations.        

 

Hithpaal Imperfect 

3ms b:T:K.tiy He will be intensely writing 

He intensely writes himself 
3mp !Wb.T:K.tiy they will intensely write 

3fs b:T:K.tiT She will intensely write 3fp !'b.T:K.tiy they will intensely write 

2ms b:T:K.tiT you will intensely write 2mp !Wb.T:K.tiT you will intensely write 

2fs   2fp   

1cs b:T:K.t,a I will intensely write 1cp b:T:K.tin we will intensely write 

 
  a'[.r:a b:f][:B HEq'l]x a't.wEx-~i[.w [:B:j.ciy a'Y:m.v l:j.bW   

And let it be intensely wet with the dew of heaven and its portion [be] with the beasts in 

the grass of the earth (Dan 4:12b).  
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Hithpaal Participle Strong Verb 

The Hithpaal participle stem is formed with the Mem Hireq prefix ( im), the Hithpaal 

prefix minus the He ( .t),  a Pathach under the first root consonant and a Daghesh Forte in 

the second root consonant (b:T:K.tim) and finished with the personal ending.  The Hithpaal 

participle has the following conjugations.       

 

Hithpaal Participle 

ms b:T:K.tim intensely writing mp !yib.T:K.tim intensely writing 

fs h'b:T:K.tim intensely writing fp   

 

  
!yib.r'[.tim a'nyij @:s]x:B b:r'[.m a'l.z.r:P 't.y:z]x yid.w          

And that you saw the iron being mixed in clay, intensely mixing (Dan. 2:43a)  

 

 

Hithpaal Infinitive Construct Strong Verb 

The Hithpaal infinitive verb stem has the following conjugation.       

 

Hithpaal Infinitive 

h'b'T:K.tih to be intensely writting 

 

 

 

Ithpaal Perfect  

The rare Ithpaal is a modification of the Hithpaal, changing the prefix from .tih to t,a  or 

.tia. The Ithpaal only occurs three times and occurs only in the perfect30.  

 

 Root Ithpaal Translation31  

3ms hnv yiN:T.v,a he was changed Dan. 3:19 

3mp hnv WN:T.v,a they were changed  

3mp j[y Wj:['y.tia they consulted together  

 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize the Pael Perfect forms. 

C. Translate Daniel 2:36-43 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 
30 Miles Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Aramaic (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p. 140 
31 ibid 
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Chapter Eight 

Adjectives, Conjunctions and Prepositions 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
a'D.z:a certain y'L[ Most High 
!'r\x'a other qyiM:[ deep 
!'t.myEa terrible byic][ troubled 
%yir]a fitting dyit][ ready 
ryE[.z small qyiT:[ ancient 
r'Wix white vyiD:q holy 
y:x living ~'Y:q enduring 
ryiS:x lacking b:r great 
b'j good qyix:r distant 
byiC:y certain !:n][:r flourishing 
rryiQ:y difficult ayiG:f great, many 
ryiT:y extraordinary hEl.v calm 
d'r'm rebellious jyiLf mighty 
aEq.n pure ryiPv fair 
!Ay.l,[ Most High @yiQ:T strong 

 

 

 

 

Adjectives  

Aramaic adjectives (Latin adicicĕre  meaning, “to throw to,“ or “to add to what has been 

said”) are formed like the noun and match the noun it modifies in gender, number and 

state.  

 

1. The Form of the Adjective. 

 

b'j   “good” 

 Masc. Sg. Fem. Sg.  

Absolute b'j h'b'j “good” 

Construct b'j t:b'j “good of” 

Determined a'b'j a'T.b'j “the good” 

 Masc. Pl. Fem. Pl.  

Absolute !yib'j !'b'j “good men/women” 

Construct yib'j t'b'j “good men/women of” 

Determined a'y:b'j a't'b'j “the good men/women” 
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2. The Aramaic Adjectives. 

 
a'D.z:a certain y'L[ Most High 

!'r\x'a other qyiM:[ deep 

!'t.myEa terrible byic][ troubled 

%yir]a fitting dyit][ ready 

ryE[.z small qyiT:[ ancient 

r'Wix white vyiD:q holy 

y:x living ~'Y:q enduring 

ryiS:x lacking b:r great 

b'j good qyix:r distant 

byiC:y certain !:n][:r flourishing 

rryiQ:y difficult ayiG:f great, many 

ryiT:y extraordinary hEl.v calm 

d'r'm rebellious jyiLf mighty 

aEq.n pure ryiPv fair 

!Ay.l,[ Most High @yiQ:T strong 

 

 

 

 

3. The Use of the Adjective  

 

A. Attributive usage. When the adjective follows the noun it modifies it is said to be 

in the attributive position. 

 

b:r %,l,m    “a great king” 

 

B. Predicative usage. When an adjective appears to modify a noun in the absolute 

state and there is a “to be” verb present, or no verb present, the usage is called 

predicative and the adjective asserts something about the noun (e.g., “the book is 

good”)32.  

 

h'pyiQ:t aEw/h,T h'y'[yib.r Wb.l:m   “the fourth kingdom was strong” (Dan. 2:40) 

 

 

C. Substantive usage. When the adjective stands alone without the noun, the 

adjective is called substantive and functions as a noun.  

 

!'b.r.b:r liL:m.m ~UpW    and a mouth speaking great things (Dan. 7:8) 

 

 
32 Miles Van Pelt, p. 65 
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Conjunctions 

Aramaic conjunctions (Latin coniungĕre meaning, “to join together”) come in two types, 

coordinating conjunctions and subordinating conjunctions.  

 

1. Coordinating conjunctions  

a. Waw33 conjunction (.w). The most common coordinating conjunction is .w  
“and,” that connects words and sentences and is prefixed to words.  

 

Waw used with… 

particle !Eh.w “and if”  (Dan. 2:6)        

verb [:d.nia.w “and I know” (Dan. 2:9)    

proper noun laEYin'd.w “and Daniel” (Dan. 2:16)   

 

As usual, changes occur. Dr. Rosenthal summarizes, “If the following word 

begins with a labial (pmb) or has a murmured vowel in the first syllable, .w 
becomes W  (ū). Followed by .y,  becomes yiw. Followed by a syllable containing 

an ultra-short vowel, the cooresponding full vowel appears after w: %'l]h:w “and 

(a kind of) taxes,“ At/a,w “and come!,” etc.  However, it is a'h'laEw E 6:12, r:n]sW  
“and he looked” D 6:23, yihAm'd.qW  D 7:13.”34      

 

b.  @:a. The conjunction @:a  is normally translated, “also.” 

 
  tEd.b:[ a'l h'lWb]x a'K.l:m %'m'd'q @:a.w   

      “and also before you, O king, I have done no harm” (Dan. 6:22; Eng. 6:23) 

  

c. ~:r.B. The conjunction ~:r.B  is normally translated, “except, yet, however, but.”  

 
                    !yiz'r aEl'G a'Y:m.viB H'l/a y:tyia ~:r.B                            

But there is a God in heaven who reveals secrets (Dan. 2:28a) 

 

d. !Eh. The conjunction !Eh is normally translated,  “if, whether.”  

 
                     a'T.diq'y a'rWn !WT:a-aAg.l !Am.r.tit h't][:v-H:B !W.g.sit a'l !Eh.w  

   And if you do not worship, you shall be cast immediately into the midst of the 

burning fiery furnace (Dan. 3:15c) 

  

e. !Eh'l. The conjunction !Eh'l is normally translated, “therefore.”   

 
             yinA]x:h HEr.vipW a'm.l,x !Eh'l        

     Therefore tell me the dream and its interpretation (Dan. 2:6b) 

 

 
33 Waw more commonly conforms to the Aramaic dialect while Vav is closer to the Hebrew.  
34 Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: Porta5, 1995), p. 41 
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2. Subordinating conjunctions 

a. yiD . The conjunction yiD “that,” introduces subordinate clauses after verbs 

meaning to know, see, or hear. The conjunction yiD  is also used to introduce 

final clauses (e.g., Ezra 5:10), and causal clauses (e.g., Dan. 2:47). 

b. yid.K . The conjunction yid.K  is temporal and is normally translated “when.”  

c. !Eh . The conjunction !Eh  is normally translated, “if.”           

 

Conjunctions 

Coordinating 
@:a also !Eh if, whether 

~:r.B except, yet, however, but !Eh'l therefore 

Subordinating 
yiD that yid.K when 

 

 Prepositions 

Aramaic prepositions (Latin praepōnere meaning “to put before,” or “place before”) 

come in two forms, inseperable and independent. Prepositions may function adjectivally 

when modifying a noun or pronoun (e.g., the man by the river), or adverbially when 

modifying a verb (e.g., he was troubled in the night).   

a. Inseperable. These include: .B, .K, and .l, attached to a word.    

i)   .B :  local and temporal: “in”; instrumental: “through, with.” 

ii)   .K :  “like, as.” 

iii)   .l :  “to, for”; direction: “to”; temporal: “for.”         

b. Independent. The list of independent prepositions are as follows:35                

 

Independent Prepositions 

yEr]x;a after !im from, out of 

r;t'B after d:[ until 

!;B between l:[ on, upon, over 

aAG within ~i[ with 

a'l yiD without d;c side 

t'w.l with, at tAx.T underneath 

lEb\q'l facing, opposite ~'d\q before 

t'c.qil at the end of   

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the conjunctions and prepositions. 

B. Memorize and write the form of the adjective b'j  “good.” 

C. Translate Daniel 2:44-49 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 
35 William Holladay, ed., A Concise Hebew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (Grand 

Rapids:Eerdmans, 1988) 
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Chapter Nine 

The Causative Verb 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
dba to perish  lky to be able 
lka to feed  btK to write 
rma to say, speak  lpn to fall 
hnb to build  !tn to give, pay 
%rB to bless, praise  hn[ to answer 
hlg to reveal  ~wq to rise, stand 
%lh to walk  arq to call 
hzx to see, perceive  brq to approach, bring near 
hyx to live  hbr to become great 
[dy to know  ~wr to rise up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aramaic Causative Verbs 

The Aramaic causative active verb stem is called the Haphel (and Aphel, Shaphel) and 

the causative passive verb stem is called the Hophal (and Haphal)36.   

 

 

Causative 

  Perfect Imperfect Imperative Infinitive 

Construct 

Active 

Participle 

Passive 

Participle 

Haphel Active bET.k:h bET.k:h.y  h'b'T.k:h bET.k:h.m b:T.k:h.m 
Aphel  bET.k:a bET.k:y bET.k:a  b:T.k:m  
Hophal Passive b:T.k'h      
 

 

 

 
36 The reflexive of the haphel is not found in the Bible except possibly in Ezra 4:13, therefore its form is 

uncertain. 
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Haphel/Aphel/Shaphel Perfect Strong Verb 

The Haphel is identified by the Haphel prefix ( :h).  There are two alternate forms called 

the Aphel whose prefix is :a, and the Shaphel37 whose prefix is v. All three forms are 

causative.  The Haphel perfect has the following conjugations:      

 

Haphel Perfect 

3ms bET.k:h he caused to write  3mp WbiT.k:h they caused to write 

3fs t:b.T.k:h she caused to write 3fp h'biT.k:h they caused to write 

2ms 'T.bET.k:h you caused to write 2mp !WTbET.k:h you caused to write 

2fs yiT.bET.k:h you caused to write 2fp !ETbET.k:h you caused to write 

1cs tEb.T.k:h I caused to write 1cp a'n.bET.k:h we caused to write 

 

 
a'Y:x'B:j-b:r %Ay.r:a.l ~E[.jW a'jE[ byit]h laEYin'D !iy:daEB 

 

Then with counsel and wisdom Daniel caused to return (i.e. replied) to Arioch, the 

great guardsman (Dan. 2:14a) 

 

 
       l,b'B t;nyid.miB a'rWD t;[.Qib.B HEmyiq]a      

He set it up in the plain of Dura, in the province of Babylon (Aphel, Dan. 3:1) 

 

 

 

 

Haphel Imperfect Strong Verb 

The Haphel imperfect is identified by a Haphel prefix ( :h) together with the imperfect 

performatives.  The Haphel imperfect has the following conjugations:      

 

Haphel Imperfect 

3ms bET.k:h.y he will cause to write  3mp !Wb.T.k;h.y they will cause to write 

3fs bET.k:h.T she will cause to write 3fp !'b.T.k;h.y they will cause to write 

2ms bET.k:h.T you will cause to write 2mp !Wb.T.;h.T you will cause to write 

2fs !yib.T.k:h.T you will cause to write 2fp !'b.T.k;.T.T you will cause to write 

1cs bET.k;h]a I will cause to write 1cp bET.k;h.n we will cause to write 

 

 
hEw]x:hy h'r.vipW yEr.q.tiy laEYin'D !:[.K     

 [N]ow let Daniel be called and he will cause to declare the interpretation. (Dan. 5:12c) 

 

 

 

 

 
37 It is generally recognized the Shaphel is from Akkadian influence.  
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Haphel Imperative Strong Verb 

The Haphel imperative is identified by a Haphel prefix ( :h) in addition to the imperative 

performatives.  The Haphel imperative has the following conjugations:      

 

Haphel Imperative 

2ms bET.k;h (you) cause to write! 2mp WbiT.k;h (you) cause to write! 

2fs yibiT.k;h (you) cause to write! 2fp h'biT.k;h (you) cause to write! 

 

 
aEW:x]a a'K.l:m.l a'r.vipW a'K.l:m ~'d\q yin.lE[:h dEbAh.T-l:a l,b'b yEmyiK:x.l HEl-r:m]a !Ek.w      

 [A]nd thus he said to him, do not destroy the wise men of Babylon; bring me before the 

king and I will show to the king the interpetation. (Dan. 2:24b) 

 

 

 

 

 

Haphel Participle Strong Verb 

The Haphel participle is identified by a Haphel prefix ( :h) in addition to the participle 

performatives.  The Haphel participle has the following conjugations:      

 

Haphel Participle 

ms bET.k;h.m causing to write (m) mp !yib.T.k;h.m causing to write (m) 

fs h'b.T.k;h.m causing to write (f) fp !'b.T.k;h.m causing to write (f) 

 

 
a'K.l:m ~'d\q-!im h'p.c.x:h.m a't'd h'm-l:[      

 Why is the decree from the king caused to be urgent? (Dan. 2:15b) 

 

 

 

 

 

Haphel Infinitive Strong Verb 

The Haphel infinitive is identified by a Haphel prefix (:h) to the infinitive  performative.   

 
h'b'T.k;h     to write, writing 

 

 
a'K.l:m.l h'y'w]x:h.l a'r.vipW 

 [A]nd telling the interpretation to the king. (Dan. 2:16b) 
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Hophal Perfect Strong Verb 

The causative passive verb stem in Aramaic is called the Hophal and is identified by the 

Hophal prefix (h) with either a Qubbuts ( U ) for u-class, Qamets-Hatuf ( '  ) for o-class, and 

Tsere ( E  ) for irregular verbs.  The Hophal only occurs in the Bible in the perfect and only 

twelve times38.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Memorize and write the Haphel form. 

C. Translate Daniel 3:1-6 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 

 
38 Miles Van Pelt, p. 152 
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Chapter Ten 

Adverbs, Particles and Numbers 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
lhB to frighten, terrify  xlP to serve 
qqD to break into pieces, crush  hbc to desire, wish for 
hwh to be, exist  hmr to throw, place 
dqy to burn  ~yf to put, place, set 
bty to sit, dwell  lav to ask, require 
llK to finish  xkv to get 
ajm to reach to, come upon  xlv to send, stretch out 
qpn to go out, come forth  [mv to hear, obey 
dgs to bow down, pay homage  hnv to be different, change 
qls to go up, come up  lpv to humble, humiliate 
db[ to do, make  htv to drink 
hd[ to go, take away  bwT to return 
ll[ to go in, enter    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aramaic Adverbs 

Adverbs complete the thought of when, how, where, or why the action is performed.   

 

   

Adverbs 

!iy:d/a then  !EK thus 

a'n.r;P.s'a exactly, perfectly a'mEn.K thus 

@;a also !;[.K now 

o~t.P;a certainly, finally t,n,[.K now 

h'K here dA[ still, yet 

h'm.K how h'M;T there 
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Aramaic Particles 

Particles are those catch all words which cannot be categorized as either nominal or 

verbal. Aramaic particles are either standalone words or the interrogative particle ( ]h ).   
 

 

Particles 

y;tyia there is, exists l;a no, not 

!'r\x'a other a'l no, not 

lOK whole, all   

 

 

 

 

Interrogative Particle ]h  

The interrogative particle ( ]h ) may be prefixed to a noun, verb, or another particle and 

serves to ask a question. 

 
    a't.B;r l,b'B ayih-a'd a'l]h r;m'a.w a'K.l;m hEn'[        

 

    The king spoke, saying, “Is this not great Babylon …”  (Dan. 4:27; Eng. 4:30) 

 

 

 

 

Accusative Particle  

The Aramaic Sign of the Direct Object (Accusative particle) only occurs once and is 

identified as t'y (cf. Dan. 3:12). Dr. Miles Van Pelt notes, “it is much more common for 

the preposition .l to mark the verbal object.”39  

   

 

 

 

Interjection Particles 

There are three interjection particles all meaning “look! behold!”  

 
Wl]a Look! Behold! 
Wr]a Look! Behold! 
a'h Look! Behold! 

 

 

 

 

 
39 Miles Van Pelt, p. 72 
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Numbers 

There are two types of numbers in Aramaic, the cardinal and the ordinal numbers. 

Numbers are adjectives and as such they are inflected like adjectives when used.  

 

 

1. Cardinal numbers.  Cardinal numbers are numbers signifying the counting values 

1, 2, 3, etc.   

 

Num. Masc. Fem. 

1 d;x h'd]x 

2 !yEr.T !yET.r;T 
3 h't'l.T t'l.T 
4 h'[.B.r;a [;B.r;a 
5 h'v.m;x vEm}x 
6 h'Tiv tiv 
7 h'[.biv [;b.v 
8 h'y.n'm.T hEn'm.T 
9 h'[.viT [;v.T 
10 h'r.f;[ r;f][ 
12 r;f][  yEr.T  

 

 

 

 

20 !yir.f'[ 100 h'a.m 
30 !yit'l.T 200 !iy;ta'm 
40 !yi[.B.r;a 400 h'a.m [;B.r;a 
50 !yiv.m;x 1,000 @;l]a 
60 !yiTiv 10,000 ABir 
70 !yi[.biv 1,000,000 ~yip.l;a @,l,a 
80 !yin'm.T 100,000,000 !'w.bir ABir 
90 !yy[.viT   

 

 

2. Ordinal Numbers. Ordinal numbers are adjectives and indicate position in a series 

i.e., y'm.d;q “first, former.” The ordinal numbers in Biblical Aramaic only cover the 

first four. 

 

Number Masc. Fem. 

first ¿aEy'm.d;qÀ  y'm.d;q ¿a't.y'm.d;qÀ   h'y'm.d;q 
second !'y.niT h'ny.niT 
third y'tyil.T 'hy'tyil.T 
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fourth ¿'ay'[yib.rÀ  y'[yib.r ¿a't.y'[yib.rÀ   'hy'[yib.r 
 

3. Multiplication. Multiplication of numbers is expressed as follows:  h'[.biv-d;x  

“seven times” (cf. Dan. 3:19). 

4. Fractions. Fractions are expressed by the following: 

 

One-half g;l.P Dan. 7:25 

One-third a'T.l;T Dan. 5:16,29 

 

5. Dates. Dates are expressed using cardinal numbers following the contruct state of 

t;n.v “year” and ~Ay  “day.” For example, tWk.l;m.l tEv t;n.v  is “year six of the reign 

of…” (Ezra 6:15). 

6. Age. The age of a person is expressed by the phrase “son of n years”: !yET.r;t.w !yiTiv 
!yin.v r;b.K  “as (a son) sixty-two years old” (Dan. 6:1)40. 

 

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the vocabulary. 

B. Translate Daniel 3:7-18 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 

 
40 Franz Rosenthal, p. 37 
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Chapter Eleven 

The Weak Verbs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In contrast to strong verbs whose three root consonants remain relatively stable, weak 

verbs experience radical changes when augmented. Dr. Rosenthal provides the following 

summary: “The verbal conjugation follows an identical scheme for all roots. Minor 

irregularities occur principally in connection with roots that contain a glottal stop; that 

have n as the first consonant; and which consisted originally of two consonants made 

triconsonantal by the addition of w/y or by doubling of the second consonant. These are 

the ’weak’ verbs, as opposed to the regular ‘strong’ verb.”41    

 

Basic Rules for Weak Verbs42 

1. Some weak verbs drop the initial consonant of the three root consonants. 

2. Some weak verbs assimilate their first or second root consonants to what follows 

or precedes. This assimilation is typically expressed through a dagesh forte in the 

consonant that assimilates. 

3. Some weak verbs change their first root consonant if it is an a, h, or y.   

4. Some weak verbs change their third root consonant when they have a final a or h.  

 

First Root Consonant Rules 

I. Roots beginning with n   
1. The initial n drops in the imperative (e.g. afn “to take” changes to aEf “take!”) 

2. The initial n can assimilate to the following consonant if there is no vowel 

between the two, hence the second radical is doubled (e.g. lpny “to fall” changes to 

lEPiy “he will fall”) 

 

II. Roots beginning with y  

1. The initial y drops in the imperative (e.g. [dy “to know” changes to [:D “know!”) 

2. The initial y turns into  w when a prefix is added (e.g.  [dy “to know” changes to 

[:dAh  “he informed” in the Haphel) 

 

III. Roots beginning with a  

1. The initial a disappears if it becomes part of the prefix syllable (e.g. !ma “to trust” 

changes to !imyEh  “he trusted” in the Haphel) 

 
41 Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden, 1995), p. 47 
42 This section largly adapted from Andreas Schuele, An Introduction to Biblical Aramaic (Louisville: 

WJK, 2012), pp. 54-58 
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Second Root Consonant Rules 

Second root position beginning with y or w  

1. In some roots, w functions as a consonant (e.g.  h'w]h “he was” ; yiW:x “he informed”) 

2. Long ā is found with the perfect Peal (e.g. ~wq changes to ~'q “he rose”; ~yf 

changes to ~'f “he placed”)  

3. The Peal participle has a consonant a or y inserted (e.g. ~wq “to stand up, rise” 

changes to ~Ea'q  m.sg. part.)  

4. The Peil is unpredictable as the perfect has either i or u (e.g. ~yif “he was put”; t:mUf 

“it was placed”) 

 

Final Root Consonant Rules 

I. Roots ending in y / w or a 

1. Roots originally ending in y, w and a have merged with some exceptions for those 

ending in a. The spelling of theses final forms vacillates between h and  a (e.g. 

abc changed to tib.c  “I wanted”) 

 

II. Root with Identical Second and Third Root Consonants 

1. When there is no vowel between these consonants, the two merges into one (e.g. 

qqd changes to Wq'D “they were shattered” in the Peal Perf. Pl.) 

2. When no vowel is found between the first and second consonants, the second 

consonant assimilates to the first (e.g. qqd  changes to WqID:h  “they broke in pieces” 

in the Hafel Perf. Pl.) 

 

 

Verbs with x,  [, or r 

1. These laryngeals are preceded by a or e rather than i/e or u/o (e.g. r:m'a “saying,” 

[:d'y  “knowing”) 
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Answers to Questions 

 

 

Chapter 2 The alphabet  

 

Transliterate the following proper names: 

1. ~xl tyB (Mic. 5:1)    Ans.:  Bethlehem 

2. wymynB  (Gen. 42:4)     Ans.:  Benjamin 

3. dwD (1 Sam. 16:23)    Ans.:  David 

Write the following in Hebrew: 

1. ysr’l       Ans.:  larfy 

2. hlk       Ans.:  ^lh 

3. ywntn     Ans.:  wtnwy  
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Vocabulary 

 

 

 
b:a father 
dba to perish 
!,b<a stone 
a'D.z:a certain (adj) 
yEr]x;a   after (prep) 
!'r\x'a other (adj) 
!'lyia tree 
!'t.myEa terrible (adj) 
lka to feed 
H'l?a God, god 
!yih'l?a gods, God 
h'M:a cubit 
h'MUa nation 
rma to say, speak 
r's/a prohibition, injunction 
@:a also (conj) 
hEy.r:a lion 
%yir]a fitting (adj) 
hta to come, bring 
r:t]a place, location 
!WT:a furnace 
  
lhB to frighten, terrify 
tiy:B house, temple 
!;B      between (prep) 
hnb to build 
a[B to seek, request 
%rB to bless, praise 
~:r.B except, yet, however, but (conj) 
r;t'B    after (prep) 
  
boG pit, den 
r:b.G man 
aAG midst, middle, within (prep) 
hlg to reveal 
~Ev.G body 
  
yiD that 
!yiD judgment, justice 
rwD to live, dwell 
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qqD to break into pieces, crush 
t'D law, command, decree 
  
hwh to be, exist 
l:kyEh palace, temple 
%lh to walk 
%yin.m:h chain 
!Eh if, whether (conj) 
  
wyiz radiance, brightness, countenance 
!'m.z time, turn 
!:z kind, sort 
r'm.z string music 
ryE[.z small (adj) 
  
hwx to show, make known 
r'Wix white (adj) 
y:x living (adj) 
hyx to live 
h'wyEx animal, beast 
liy:x strength, army 
hzx to see, perceive 
~yiK:x wise, wise man 
h'm.k'x wisdom 
~,lEx dream 
d:m]x wine 
h'KUn]x dedication 
ryiS:x lacking (adj) 
@:s]x moulded clay, pottery 
  
b'j good (adj) 
l:j dew 
~E[.j commad, decree, advice, report 
  
bhy to give 
D:y hand, power 
[dy to know 
~Ay day 
lky to be able 
byiC:y certain (adj) 
dqy to burn 
rryiQ:y difficult (adj) 
r'q.y honor 
bty to sit, dwell 
ryiT:y extraordinary (adj)  
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yid.K when (conj) 
!Eh'K priest 
lOK all, every, whole 
llK to finish 
@:s.K silver 
btK to write 
b't.K writing, document 
  
b:b.l  bEl heart 
!Eh'l therefore (conj) 
t'w.l    with, at (prep) 
lEb\q'l   facing, opposite (prep) 
t'c.qil at the end of (prep) 
  
!a"m vessel 
rAd.m dwellin, abode 
h'nyid.m province, city 
ajm to reach to, come upon 
h'Lim word, matter 
%,l,m king 
!im   from, out of (prep) 
aEr'm lord 
d'r'm rebellious (adj) 
b:K.vim bed 
  
ayib.n prophet 
r:h.n stream, river 
dWn fire 
aEq.n pure (adj) 
lpn to fall 
qpn to go out, come forth 
!tn to give, pay 
  
dgs to bow down, pay homage 
@As end 
qls to go up, come up 
r:p.s book 
r:p's scribe 
  
db[ to do, make 
dEb][ servant, slave 
r:b][ opposite, beyond 
d:[   until (prep) 
hd[ to go, take away 
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!'Di[ time, moment 
!iy:[ eye 
l:[ on, upon, over (prep) 
y'L[ Most High (adj) 
!Ay.l,[  Most High (adj) 
ll[ to go in, enter 
~:l'[ eternity, forever 
~:[ people, nation 
~i[   with (prep) 
qyiM:[ deep (adj) 
hn[ to answer 
@:n][ branch 
byic][ troubled (adj) 
b:f][ plant, grass 
dyit][ ready (adj) 
qyiT:[ ancient (adj) 
  
h'x,P governor 
xlP to serve 
~UP entrance, opening, mouth 
r:v.P interpretation 
~'g.tiP decree, word 
  
hbc to desire, wish for 
d;c       side (prep) 
~El.c statue, image 
  
vyiD:q holy (adj) 
~'d\q     before (prep) 
~wq to rise, stand 
~'Y:q enduring (adj) 
arq to call 
brq to approach, bring near 
  
b:r great (adj) 
hbr to become great 
Wb.r greatness 
~Wr height 
~wr to rise up 
z'r secret, mystery 
qyix:r distant (adj) 
hmr to throw, place 
!Ay.[:r thought 
!:n][:r flourishing (adj)  
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ayiG:f great, many (adj) 
jyiLf mighty (adj) 
~yf to put, place, set 
  
lav to ask, require 
xkv to get 
!'j.l'v dominion, powers 
Wl'v negligence 
xlv to send, stretch out 
hEl.v calm (adj) 
[mv to hear, obey 
hnv to be different, change 
h'['v moment, a short time 
ryiPv fair (adj) 
lpv to humble, humiliate 
htv to drink 
  
bwT to return 
tAx.T   underneath (prep) 
@yiQ:T strong (adj) 
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Verb Charts 
 

 Perfect Imperfect Imperative Infinitive 

Construct 

Active 

Participle 

Passive43 

Participle 

Pael b:t.K bUT.kiy bUt.K b:T.kim bEt'K byit.K 
Peil byit.K      
Hithpeel bEt.K.tih bEt.K.tiy  h'b't.K.tih  bEt.K.tim 
Ithpeel bit.K.tia 

b:t.K.t,a 
     

Pael bET:K bT:k.y bET:K h'b.T:K bET:k.m b:T:k.m 
Hithpaal b:T:K.tih b:T:K.tiy  h'b.T:K.tih  b:T:K.tim 
Ithpaal b:T:K.tia 

b:T:K.t,a 
     

 

 

 Peal Peil Hithpeel Pael Hithpaal 

Perfect 

3ms b:t.K byit.K bEt.K.tih bET:K b:T:K.tih 
3fs t:b.tiK t:byit.K t:B.t:K.tih t:b.T:K t:b.T:K.tih 
2ms 'T.b:t.K 'T.byit.K .T.bEt.K.tih 'T.bET:K .T.b:T:K.tih 
2fs yiT.b:t.K yiT.byit.K  yiT.bET:K  
1cs tEb.tiK t:byit.K tEB.t:K.tih tEb.T:K tEb.T:K.tih 
3mp Wb:t.K Wbyit.K Wbit.K.tih WbiT:K Wb:T:K.tih 
3fp h'b:t.K h'byit.K w'bit.K.tih h'biT:K w'b:T:K.tih 
2mp !WT.b:t.K !WT.byit.K !WT.bEt.K.tih !WT.bET:K !WT.b:T:K.tih 
2fp !ET.b:t.K !:T.byit.K  !ET.bET:K  
1cp a'n.b:t.K a'n.byit.K a'n.bEt.K.tih a'n.bET:K a'n.b:T:K.tih 

Imperfect 

3ms bUT.kiy  bEt.K.tiy bET:k.y b:T:K.tiy 
3fs bUT.kiT  bEt.K.tT bET:k.T b:T:K.tiT 
2ms bUT.kiT  bEt.K.tiT bET:k.T b:T:K.tiT 
2fs !yib.T.kiT     
1cs bUT.T.k,a  bEt.K.t<a bET:k]a b:T:K.t,a 
3mp !Wb.T.kiy  !Wb.t:K.tiy !Wb.T:k.y !Wb.T:K.tiy 

3fp !'b.T.kiy  !'b.t:K.tiy !'b.T:k.y !'b.T:K.tiy 

2mp !Wb.T.kiT  !Wb.t:K.tiT !Wb.T:k.T !Wb.T:K.tiT 

2fp !'b.T.kiT     
1cp bUT.kin  bEt.K.tin b:T:k.n b:T:K.tin 

 
43 Table adapted from Basics of Biblical Aramaic, Miles Van Pelt (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), p.141 
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 Peal Peil Hithpeel Pael Hithpaal 

2ms bUt.K   bET:K  
2fs yibUt.K     
2mp WbUt.K   WbiT:K  
2fp h'bUt.K     

Infinitive 

 b:T.kim  h'b't.K.tih h'b'T:K h'b'T:K.tih 
      

Active Participle 

ms bEt'K byit.K bEt.K.tim bET:K.m b:T:K.tim 
fs h'b.t'K h'byit.K h'B.t:K.tim h'b.T:K.m h'b:T:K.tim 
mp !yib.t'K !yibyit.K !yiB.t:K.tim !yib.T:K.m !yib.T:K.tim 
fp !'b.t'K !'byit.K  !'b.T:k.m  
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